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Type of tool:
Activity
Duration:
90-120 min
Topics addressed:
EuroMed
Intercultural learning
Voluntary service
A tool to prepare adequately EVS projects taking in consideration the context of EuroMed countries
and the particularities of the EVS in such conditions.
Aim:
To prepare adequately EVS projects taking in consideration the context of EuroMed countries and the
particularities of the EVS in such conditions.
Methodology:
Working groups, plenary, discussion and elaboration of common conclusions.
Step by step process:
Split the big group in several groups (according the size, groups should be not larger than 5 – 6
persons per group).
Give them flipchart paper, markers and writers.
Start showing the first slide called “1. The actors in EVS”, with 10 minutes to complete the task.
Share in plenary the results to agree the correct answer (5 minutes).
Continue with the next slides in the same way until finishing.
Support the exercise with some printed documents as the Youth in Action Programme Guide or the
EVS Toolkit.
Materials and resources:
* Audiovisual equipment: Laptop/PC + Projector + speakers + screen/big wall
* Power Point presentation
* Notebooks and writers.
* Flip chart + white paper sheets (flip chart size) + markers

* EU documents corner: YiA Programme Guide (paper version), EVS Toolkit (paper version)
Notes for further use:
The SALTO EuroMed Practical Guide "How to develop an EVS project in the EuroMed Region?" could be
a very useful documentary resource to prepare the tool in a training activity.
Other SALTO EuroMed document called "Volunteering and Voluntary Service in Euro-Mediterranean
Context" could be a very useful documentary resource too.
Other relevant resources (as videos) could be found in the website:
http://euromedyouth.net/Action-2-Euro-Med-Youth-Voluntary.html [1]
Rating:
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Documents/handhouts:
1 The Actors in EVS.ppt [2]
ACTION 2 EVS_EN.pdf [3]
01 VOLUNTEERING Injep_StudiesResearch_EN.pdf [4]
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